
“Being as descriptive as possible, please describe the reasons why you have not received a COVID-19 vaccine.”

Colorado Coronavirus Survey
6/3/21-6/10/21
545n, +/- 4.2%

Gender Age Party County
Had 
COVID Response

F 18-24 D Adam. No I don’t believe enough research has been done about the vaccine.
F 18-24 U Adam. Yes Don’t know the long term effects
F 18-24 U Adam. No I already had COVID-19 and I am not required to by my job.

F 35-40 R Adam. Yes
Cause it doesn't work, and I believe there is a strong political and financial agenda 
behind it

F 41-50 D Adam. No
Regular vaccine and boosters have nearly killed me multiple times. I will not take ANY 
vaccine

F 41-50 D Adam. No I did on prior page
M 41-50 D Adam. No Not sure how to make an appointment. I don’t have health insurance.

M 41-50 O Adam. Yes
The vaccine does not prevent you from catching Covid 19 not does it prevent you from 
spreading it. Why get something that doesn't work?

F 51-54 U Adam. No My doctor said no
F 55-64 R Adam. Yes I live in america. The land of the free and the home of the brave.
F 55-64 U Adam. Yes I have had all the vaccines I need.
M 55-64 U Adam. Yes Waiting for hers immunity
F 18-24 U Arap. Yes Waiting to see how it is received and how others do after taking it.
F 25-30 R Arap. Yes Worried about side effects long term
F 35-40 U Arap. No I’m not 100% sure about the vaccine

F 41-50 D Arap. No
I don't believe enough testing has been done.  It has been proven that some people have 
taken the virus and still contracted covid.
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F 41-50 NR Arap. Yes

Everything we’ve been told about illness for the last 100 years has suddenly been 
reversed. Herd immunity exists. Natural immunity is better than a vaccine. Healthy 
people are not at risk. The virus now seems to be human-engineered. Big pharma gets 
huge profits off this and zero liability. The “virus” has been politicized and there’s now 
no truth or veracity to be had. Economically speaking something given away for free has 
exactly that much value. The vaccine was approved way too quickly. Either it takes 10-20 
years to safely test a vaccine or rushing through trials has no consequences. Pick one. I 
could go on but ultimately I had the virus. I’m not in a high risk group. Based on 
everything I’ve learned natural immunity is better (go research the 2009 H1N1 flu and the 
immunity response of people who lived through the Spanish flu). Net net. I guess it’s the 
gulag for me.

F 41-50 R Arap. Yes I don't want it.

F 51-54 R Arap. No
Past history of serious allergic reactions to vaccines. Auto immune disorders. Too much 
unknown about long term effects.

F 25-30 U Arch. No It’s bullshit.
F 18-24 U Bold. No Time management issues

F 55-64 U Bold. Yes
Until further scientific proof emerges that natural immunity is not good enough, I will not 
get the unproven, untested vaccine.

F 31-34 U Broo. Yes The virus has 99.8% survival rate
M 65-74 U Broo. Yes Have medical contraindications

F 65-74 R Cust. No
I don’t think it’s necessary because there are other ways to mitigate or treat the virus and I 
don’t trust the vaccine.

M 65-74 U Delt. No Complete hoax, fake vaccine for fake virus
M 25-30 U Denv. No Do not want to.
F 31-34 D Denv. No I am holistic and rely on natural resources.
F 35-40 R Denv. Yes I think the vaccine is bullshit

M 35-40 U Denv. Yes Had Covid and the FDA has not fully approved these emergency experimental vaccines
M 51-54 U Denv. Yes No need
F 55-64 D Denv. No I have other health issues that may be at risk with the vaccine.
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F 31-34 U Doug. No

It is experimental. There is a study that states a median of 4.2 years after drugs are 
approved for safety concerns to come to light (Yale). This vaccine isn't even approved. It 
has already killed nearly 5,000 people according to vaers. This is more than all vaccines 
combined in the last 20 years. There is also another study that states that less than 1% of 
vaccine adverse reactions are actually reported (Hardvard). I trust my immune system.

F 41-50 R Doug. No answered above
F 41-50 R Doug. No If they come out with a fully tested nonRNA vaccine I will consider it.

F 41-50 U Doug. No
Covid is not going to kill me. I never get Flu Vaccnes or anything else. Not sure why this 
one should be any different

M 55-64 R Doug. Yes Too many health issues related to the vaccines; not FDA approved.

F 18-24 R El Pas. No

I think a vaccine that has had less than a year to research symptoms afterwards is 
extremely dangerous. There are now so many cases of individuals showing deadly 
symptoms after the vaccine.

F 18-24 R El Pas. Yes It’s long term effects are unknown and I don’t trust it.

M 31-34 U El Pas. No
My lifestyle does not make me more likely to be exposed. I’m choosing to continue to 
social distance and wear a mask instead.
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F 35-40 D El Pas. Yes

I believe it was way over hyped and most of what went on was political and possibly 
biological war fare. I know several people that had Covid and only one serious case. I 
also have several doctor and nurse friends who said what they experienced in the 
hospital was nothing like what was being reported, they rarely were ever full and 
sometimes hadn’t had Covid patients for months. My son was hospitalized due to 
pneumonia a few months ago - nothing Covid related. He briefly got sick while my 
husband and I were sick with Covid, a few days of fever and a little coughing.  It wasn’t 
even as bad as my husband and I and he had just had pneumonia. Our other six kids 
didn’t get sick. I believe in vaccines, but will not do HPV, flu or Covid for myself or kids. 
Illness happens, we can’t live in bubbles, that’s not life. I also think most Covid patients 
were not treated correctly or well, resulting in more deaths. I believe they also inflated 
death numbers by stating Covid as a cause of death when it wasn’t (confirmed by a 
doctor friend who was pressured to do this). I took my kids out of school due to them 
having to wear masks and believe the one benefit is so many parents now see how badly 
schools try to politically influence and indoctrinate their kids and hopefully more people 
like myself will keep their kids out of school and more people will homeschool.

F 35-40 U El Pas. No

Already explained it but I also believe that my family takes enough precautions and 
vitamins . That we do not need to wear a mask to protect us. Also that if I were around my 
loved one that has a high risk then we would do what’s necessary. Who ever is at high 
risk should do the same!

F 41-50 D El Pas. No Don’t want to

M 41-50 O El Pas. Yes
The vaccines aren’t approved. The 95% effective rating is based on observations of ~100 
people per vaccine trial. Healthy people are not in need per science.

M 55-64 R El Pas. No
Give them an in and and already shown how they will take a mile, polis used this 
epidemic to destroy business, and showed how he is part of the NWo

M 65-74 D El Pas. No Don’t trust or Government an Politician anymore, probably man made.

M 51-54 R Frem. No

Zero long term studies. Never before has something been rushed into use like this has. 
mRNA vaccines have never been used prior to this. Long term health is a much bigger 
concern than a “cure” that has zero long term studies.
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M 25-30 R Garf. Yes Waste of time. Sorta like getting a flu shot but for political stance

F 65-74 R Garf. Yes
Already had it. Vaccine is still listed as experimental.  No way anyone can know long 
term effects.

M 31-34 U Gilp. No In am not a member of a high risk group
F 18-24 D Jeff. Yes Not been 3 months since I had covid so I still have antibodies

M 18-24 U Jeff. Yes
I don't believe healthy people need it, high-risk individuals should get it, but someone 
who isn't high risk doesn't really need to get it

F 31-34 U Jeff. No Allergy to some forms of polysorbate, have to wait for another vaccine I'm told.
M 35-40 R Jeff. No I’m terrified of needles

F 35-40 U Jeff. Yes

I still have antibodies in my body from having the virus. I am also not going to put an 
experimental mixture of things in my body that has not been tested long enough. I would 
be extremely angry if this vaccine somehow gets mandated

M 41-50 D Jeff. No
If I got this disease, I probably wouldn't even know it.  If you are concerned, get the 
vaccine.  You don't need me to protect you.

M 41-50 O Jeff. No Ive never had a flu shoot why would I get one of those

M 41-50 R Jeff. No
Clinical trials showing serious injuries and or death as a result of this politically driven 
vaccine. Along with numerous doctors advising against it.

M 41-50 U Jeff. No I see it a the flu- I'm young enough to overcome it
M 55-64 D Jeff. No I’ve been hospitalized

F 55-64 U Jeff. No
EXPERIMENTAL vaccine, new, unproven technology & invasive. my immune system can 
handle this & other viruses

F 65-74 D Jeff. No
I'm very cautious, no urgent need, concern re effect on DNA, no open appt for J&J 
vaccine the two times I tried to get appts.

F 65-74 R Jeff. No I have been vaccinated
M 31-34 R La Pl. No I don’t want to be part of the worldwide test trial
M 55-64 D La Pl. No I have been in so many exposure risk situations and have not gotten it.
M 25-30 O Larm. No Mistrust

F 51-54 R Larm. No
Not at risk. Vaccines have not been properly vetted. Believe Covid numbers have been 
hugely exaggerated for financial gain and fear mongering.

F 55-64 R Larm. No The vaccine is dangerous itself.  I do not trust that mRNA is safe.
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F 55-64 U Larm. No
I have never gotten any vaccines in the past 5 decades and don’t see a reason to change 
that now.

F 35-40 U Mesa Yes No need when it's a mild flu. My body's immune system needs to do its job

M 55-64 R Mesa No

Messing with MRNA is new for them, and there is no way of knowing what the long terms 
effects may be. We are not sure and I am not comfortable with that. It is my body, and 
well within my rights to refuse treatment.

M 65-74 U Mesa No Dangerous and totally unnecessary
M 35-40 U Pueb. No I have zero concern about the virus.

F 55-64 D Pueb. No
It's too new. I'm not a government guinea pig and I don't want to be a participate in this 
wide scale research. No one knows long term implications of the vaccine side effects.

F 51-54 U Rio Grn. No
it is not a proven safe and effective vaccine. I am not interested in being part of a scientific 
study.

M 35-40 U Rout Yes

THE VACCINE IS SUPPOSED TO GIVE YOU ANTIBODIES, YET INFECTED PEOPLE ARE 
BETTER IMMUNIZED THAN VACCINATED PEOPLE. THERE ARE *ZERO* REASONS FOR 
RECOVERED INDIVIDUALS TO TAKE THE VACCINE! CRIMINAL!

F 18-24 R San Mg. Yes
I do not trust the vaccine because it hasn't been researched enough and the side effects 
are scary.

F 55-64 R Tell. No Not adequately tested.

F 25-30 NR Weld No

I refuse to inject my body with a massive amount of chemicals produced by a genetic 
modification company. There has never been actual proof besides what mainstream 
media portrays that viruses can actually be spread. Koch's postulates has never been 
proven and the supposed covid 19 virus has never been able to be isolated which is a 
requirement when identifying viruses. I also simply do not feel the need to live my life in 
complete and utter fear, this whole thing has been absolutely ridiculous.

F 25-30 R Weld No

Nearly 98% of people who got Covid 19 survived... so why would I get a vaccine that 
was rushed out to the public and have serious health risks such as blood clotting and 
even death? The answer is I would never get this vaccine.

M 25-30 R Weld No My work schedule changes constantly and 2 doses is a pain
M 35-40 D Weld No Because I'm not a test subject. You have no long term side effect data
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F 41-50 R Weld No Afraid of side effects

M 41-50 U Weld No
I don't trust Big pharmaceutical companies.  I have already been hurt by their medication 
in the past and I won't do it again.


